Cello ata-cl Piano Duo
To Peirform At H. S.
Graudans Featured In

3rd Community Concert
Nikolai and Joanna Graudah, cello
and piano duo will , perform in the
thi r d of the sea son 's Community Concerts, February 13 at the Waterville
Senior High School.
The Gyaydans are of Russian
origin. They were both born in the

SPORTS EVENTS ON BOTH BAYS;
QUEEN TO BE CROWNED AT DAN CE

FAQULTY NOTICE
AH faculty members
must
submit their glossy print to
Frances Banner , Louise Coburn
Ha ll , by February 16, 1948 if
they are to appear in the faculty
secti on of the Oracle.

Communit y Ches t
Provides Means of
Fund Collection

A Community Chest, which will
ma ke easier the stu dent s' contributing to charity drives and various
money-making campaigns , and which
will provide a better method of raising 'f unds ' on campus is now being
organized.
The goal set by the, co-ordinating
committee is $4500 to be divided aaiong* various organizations in the
fol lowing manner: World Student
Service Fund ,. $1,500; Chi n a R elief ,
$300 ; M ai n e Seacoas t M issio n s, $150;
Tuberculosis Fund, $400'; Cancer,
$400 ;Near-East Foundation, $200;
Care, $300; United Jewish Appeal,
same towii of Eibnq^ lJTit'did iiot know $300; Pine Tree Crippled Children
one -another until each had ncheived Camp, $500; leaving a balance of
maturity and a certain degree of suc- $450 for reserve funds.
cess,
March . 6 Is Devoted To Drive
Both Trained Abroad
A cc-ncertod drive for the commun¦Nikolai studied cello at the St. ity chest funds will be made from
Petersburg* Conservatory, and upon March C-13. All the activities of tho
graduation , Ipecanio the youngest week will be centered around the
person ever ,o hold a position on the drive. Saturday evening tho Interfaculty of that institution. Joanna Student Council will be in charge of
trained at Kharkov, and in Berlin n dance and . possibly a basketball
under the tutelage of Kreutzer nnd game. -The Colby Hour on Monday
nigh t will bo devoted to the drive.
Schnabel , ¦ . ' .
Tuesday morning an all college
One summer, both artists returned
They
will bo hold. Tuesday night
assrmibly
other,
to Libau and mot each*
started tp .-appear as a cello and professors nro going to wait on table
piano team after that first mooting, in the girl 's dormitories. "Either
Thursday or Friday night the Triand two years later weyo married.
Delts will bo in charge of a Sadie
, Each Has Ap peared As Soloist
Hawkins Dance. The Greek Letter
Besides acheivlng fam e as a duo, Society will take charge of n Carnival
thoy have both -made their mark ns for Saturday night and all campus
soloists. Mr. Gwuidan has played organizations will bo invited to put
under such men $S Fur twaenglor, Sir up booths.
Adrian Bouit with tho BBC SymPled ge Ca rds Will Soon Be Sent
phony, and Harvey Par ty with tho
Pledge cards will bo sent to every
London Philharmonic. Mrs. Graudan
student
and to every member of the
with
'
artist
guest
has appeare d as a
tho Berlin Philharmonic, and with tho faculty nnd of the administration,
Tho members of tho co-ordinating
Minneapolis , Symphony ¦Orchestra,
under tho direction of Dimitri Mitro- committee are Hannah Levine and
Martha Morrill , co-chairmen , nnd
pouloB.
Darling, Mary Gardiner , and
Robert
all
over
The Graudans have played
Europe , in Java and Sumatra , have Francos WMtohill . The pledging
made several concert tours of the committee is under tho direction of
United States and Oanada , and re- Mary Gai'dinor , and the publicity
centl y have given concerts in eight committee is made up of Francos
Latin American countries, nnd in Now Bonner and Conrad White.
Tho committee is very anxious to
York's town -Stall.
Selections from Ecclos, Beethoven, moot its goal for it fools ono conMendelssohn. Otiop|n , Pobussy, and certed drive ,is* the best method of
Smotana wll( bo among those ployed, raising funds oh campus, This drive
Admission will be by * membership will bo the testing grounds for future
drives.
'
card only. , . ,
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Which one will be -Queen?
Girls in the court are , left to right : Helen Moore , Priscilla Day,
Ja not Pri.de , June Stairs , and Muriel Howard.

Assembly features
Music By Students
. A nnouncement - '.was . made .at:.tho
monthly , college , assembly yesterday
of tho five ¦.candidates ¦for Carnival
Queen, The contenders were introduced to the :School by .Howell . Clement, 'p resident of- the .Outing- Club ,
and ballots were cast for the election
of the queen .. The candidates aro
Priscilla Day, Muriel Howard , Helen
Moore , Janet Pride , and Juno Stairs.
The crowning of. the queen , it was
announced , will take place at midnight , Friday, during the dance.
Tho rest of the program was devoted to classical and modern music,
Charm Ian Hurd was featured in a
piano solo of Chopin 's E Flat. Nocturne , while a string ensemble, under
tho direction of Lowell Haynos, pre(Continued' on Pago 11) .

February 16 Is Dead line

For "Oracle " Material

The ORACLE Board has announced that February 10. will, bo the last
day thivt any senior can turn in his
data for the book. If the material
is not in by this time, tho seniors
In question will not be included in
tho 1048 ORACLE.
Each senior should each turn in
1. a formal picture , 2, nn informal
picture, '8. a personality shoot, 4. an
activity shoot. -; Give the information
to either Janet Gay or Richard Billings not later than this date,
'.- * ¦

-

,
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CARNIVAL BALL
Tho . announcemen t in the
Colby Calendar tqf the .effect
that the ball will be formal was
a mis take . Tho ball is semif ormal .. Formal dress is optional.

Studen t Council Works
for Band and Orchestra
Dorothy Worthley and Frederic
Hubbard , representing the band nnd
orchestra , have asked that one dollar
bo a dded .to the Activities Foe for
their organizations . The money will
bo divided equally between tho two
organizations in order . that each
shall receive fifty cents per student.
Tho student body will vote on tho
matter.
Richard Barta wont to Boston this
weekend to atten d a conference at
Boston University. The purpose of
his trip is to discuss the advisibillty
of Colby 's joining tho National Students Association. '
Inter . Student Council will sponsor
a charity' dance Saturday night March
0 to aid In tho Campus Chest Drive.
Arrangements aro bejng made by
Francis Folino 'in cooperation with
Mr. Francis Armstrong to have tho
pond , cleaved of snow by Carnival
Woolcond.
Inter-Student Council is donating
fifty dollars , to tho nursery school
whj|ch has recently boon started on
campus fer tho children of veterans
and faculty. : .- ¦•

Sock Dance Sat . Nile
Features Busy Day
The 1948 Carnival Queen, who will
be crowned at the semi-formal Carnival Ball, will find her domain enlarged over that of previous queens,
as she rules over this year 's- Colby
Outing Club 's Winter Carnival .
The week-end , which is high-lighted
by the Carnival Ball and the crowning of the Carnival queen will include
winter sports and out-door activities,
as woll as tho usual indoor social
affairs. The,-Outing Club' s new ski
slope will be Inaugurated in tho intercollegiate competition.
Skiin g Events Scheduled

Skiing events will bo initiated by
the girls ' competition at . the slope
on Friday afternoon. Scheduled to
start at 1:80 , it will bo immediately
followed by tho intor-fratornity ski
at 2:30. The slalom and downhill
courses , (which will consist of control gates on tho main slope) will bo
sot and fore run by David Dobson.
Bates, Tufts , and tho University of
Maine will compote with Colby in
inter-collegiate skiing Saturday, two
of tho three events, slalom and down
hill , will begin nt 8:80 A. M. at tho
Outing Club Slope . Buses will leave
for tire slope at 8:30 , 0:00, 10:00,
and 11:00 In the. morning, The third
intor-collegiate event , tho cross country, will take place on the Mayflower
Hill Course nt- 1;80 P. M.
Bids Now On Sale
The annual Carnival Ball will take
place Friday evening from 9 :30 to
1:30 at tho Women 's Union. The
(Continued on Page 11)

GI VE TO THE CAMP US CHEST
"Ring Mby 4500 "
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All letters should.be sent to
Th e Editor of the Colby Echo.
Th ey must be accompanied by
the writer 's name which will be
withheld on request. These letters do not necessaril y reflect
the opinions of the Editorial
Board of the ECHO.
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Founded in 1877 and published -weekly durina the college year under the -lipervlsion
of the students of Colby College. Member d£ the Associated ColleBre Press and Charter Member of the New England Intercollegiate Newspaper Association. Entered as Second CUM
Matter at the Poet Office, Waterville, Maine. Subscr iption price i« $2.00 _, year.
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Education al System Fa cing P roblems . . .

A recent announcement from the President of the United
States has expressed the desire that the number of men and women now in colleges be increased to over four- million, or almost
double'the number now attending institutions of higher education . We have noticed that many persons have begun to wonder
ju st how adequately equipped the American college is to handle
the increased enrollment. Granted that in time the material
plants of the colleges could be expanded to meet the increased
needs, would not the educational system at the college level suffer
under "mass education"?
Realizing the scope of the problem involved , we were struck
by another thought. Can the high schools and preparatory
schools adequately prepare an increased number of students for
college ? Tor a great many years, there has been a great deal of
professorial disgust at the fact that even though a student had
the proper grades and other training to meet the admission requirements of the college to which he was applying,- he was
mentally unfit to do the work at the college level. Because colleges depend at.least in part on tuition fees paid by the students,
;a- aowiiWai'd..'i':eYisic.n .'in. the standards ,of .the college has at times
been necessary. ... ' ' . ;.,T - • ¦
; ' . . With the .training ..now being given in the colleges becoming
more and more- specialized, it is increasingly important that college 'preparatory/ schools offer curricula of a more general and
adequate nature.- .The chief function of a college course should
be to train the mi.nd .a; e.-to .teach the student how to study and to
instill mental discipline-in the student.
The postwar years have brought with them many changes
in the educational system in this country. The federal government is beginning to recognize the role that it must play as an
educational coordinator. One of the things that it must do. is xo
set up and maintain standards that will insure an intellige'n.
citizenry.
S. I. K.

A Better Second Semester

...

Lament on Blue Books

Letters To The Editor

"Mu sic Poll"

Curses on you books of blue
i
How nauseating was your hue
By Irwin Swirsky
You brought me everlasting woes
In a recent poll, by Downbeat magYou buried me beneath your snows. azine Stan Kenton 's Artistry in Rhyth m Band was v c t ed . the ba n d of the
As each bla n k p age I had t o da m n
year. This award is the highest
Oh how I wished I had bothered to achievement a modern American
cram.
dance ban d can obtain.. During the
I'd have given my life for one less past five years the enthusiasim, the
Editor ;
smcke
thrilling musical ideas and the vision
Sirrahs: .
I could kick myself for that extra of Stan Kenton have brought his band
I wish to register (this has nothing
coke.
to the height of success.
to do with cash ) a sharp protest conStan's over-enthusiasm, according
cerning the article in your issue of And those text books that I never to Stan himself , is the cause for much
January 14th regarding the 1949
bought
of the critiefsm hurled at the radical
Varsity Show.
Because I thought it all auch rot
sounding music of his band. It is
Not only is the entire article a And those lectures that I cut or his desire to accent the beautiful
hairsty upon my person, my business
missed
chord changes andi Mendings that
(what business?), and my genius, but No wonder I'm on the Dean 's other accounts for tJie loudness of the band.
the matter of the story for the show
list.
He is experimenting with new tonal
is a isteal of my ideas. Yes—Schsequences and rhythms; and as with
wartz and Stoll stole the show I
There were hours I spent with cards all new ideas there is a tendency to
• The article states, ". .. .and within
and dice
.
;
over-use them.
Some thirty-five
thirty minutes a skeleton form was Because the fellows Were all so nice years ago a Stravinsky introduced
jot ted down . ... " My form is not Incidentally they got all A's '
his wierd and extremely radical "Le
skeleton-ish, but rather it is con- No wonder they could waste their Sacre Du Printemps " which did not
side r ed t o be , and I quote, "pleasingly
days.
achieve popularity until recently. In
plump ", unquote; and to some who
the same manner Kenton is introducare more liberal, "plump." and . to Yes sad I am who 's bound to see
ing a new galaxy of sounds to our
others (the rats)-—but enough ' of My ranks are none -above an E
ears arid it will be a little while longer
that !
So curses on you books of blue
before his music will appeal to everyThe two cads in question didn't jot At last I know with you I'm through . one.
me down in thirty minutes, but in the
The future looks bright, to Stan
afore-mentioned time tried to gyp me
Kenton
and his music. _, His dream
out of twenty cents while my good
IN MEMORIAM
I o'f, playing on the concert stage only
eye was busy with the latest issue of
To the Louise Coburn Game fj is starting to materialize. Highly acSuperman. (This is slender slander,
Room Couches which have pass- B cented melodies of the -Kenton variety
but let them *make the most of it if
ed into the land of oblivion B are da n ceab le only t o th ose who can
they dare!)
H do a mean jitterbug , and can change
never to be, occupied again.
As for inspiration—that they did , I
<__M_w_n-_____Hn_m«_______n______H-_H__ni__i«_M__M to a rhumba or samba as the rhyththat they did. Inspiration and exmic accent of the melody , is varied.
piration and possibly inebriation— Nations A ppea l f or Child r en , an his- It is the interpretation of liiusic that
but the plot (and it thickens) was toric campaign to save th-e lives of has br ou ght
him fame and not the
done by me as I recounted my ex- millions of youth throughout the danceable quality of his music.
periences in Hollywood to an awe- world.
To speak of the Stan Kenton band
struck audience. (It may be said by
Even as v/e are writing you this without / praising his^ ,/ fine vocalist
some destructive personalities that letter, a. ti-agic number of children
June Christy would be a sacrilege
my audience of that night was throughout Europe and Asia are dy- She has brought to vocal music a
struck by indigestion and allied ing of starvation. Picture, if you style rich in tonal color with
a fasstomach ailments duo to hamburgers, will , 230 ,000 ,000 your own age , liv- cinating lilt ; a style which has given
etc.—but it is . not true. This is writ- ing in wretched homes and institu- such wonderful interpretation to
ten in anticipation of such false tions, r obbed of th eir fa m ilies , love "Willow Weep for Me "Across the
",
statements.)
and security, scro unging in garbage Alley from the Alamo " and "Rick-a
Therefore , a demand is hereby heaps for scraps of feed—the one Jick-a Jack". : On the stage she sings
made for top billing, 50% of the sy m bol of life ' for them. Your ability vivaciousl y and thrills audiences with
gross take, final say on book and to picture the urgency of this situa- her singing-, and refreshing personalmusic, direction , choreopraphy, the tion abroad , will determine to a large ity.
money, ticket sales, the seats, billing extent the response which will mean
the lucre, the lighting, the cartwheels, life or death for millions of starving
sponsorship of an . APRIL SHO WERS
and other minor items too numerous youth .
to mention.
We want you to carry this message dance in your school to benefit the
In passing, I have already instruct- of the CRUSADE FOR CHILDREN campaign .
Youth organizations , sororities and
ed my lawyers to proceed with action to the students in yo.u r school. We
against*. 1. Colby College, 2. The Col- want you to raise a. plea in behalf 'of fraternities, schools " and colleges
by Echo, 3. Stoll, Schwartz and C—, the members of your generation iii throughout tho United-States are bedefendants, 4. John and Jane Doe, the war-torn and -sufferingYareas of ing asked to join in the APRIL
reporter of the article.
the earth . We want you to convince SHOWERS . event. Editors, columnRemember—my genius will not be the youth of your school that .the Im- ists, radio programs and nationally
bandered about like an empty beer petus for this driv e must,come from known orchestras are , being enlisted
in our APRIL SHOWERS ' program.
¦.'¦;
bottle.
• .
them.
I wuz robbed!
As a student journalist , you can Your contribution to this occasion
,
Sid transit (BMTropid) gloria .. judg e tlte influence of words , in arti- will be part of a great national effor t
Sincerely,
cles and editorials.
Inspiration in the CRUSADE FOR CHILDREN.
The CRUSADE FOR CHILDREN,
Shakespeare Sid
shaped, by words so often dies with
sponsored
Of Green Silver Street
tho reading. Thorefore , wc ask you United' by American Overseas AidNations Appeal for Children ,
to help us in a very specific way with
aims
at
raising $00 ,000 ,000 starting
Editor:
one national project. A- series of
As tho editor of your school news*- APRIL SHOWERS "^ dances ' will bo in February, Funds will bo screened
paper , you are being asked to co- conducted during the ' mon th of April and distributed by AOA-UNAC to the
operate In publicizing one of the throughout the nation as a part of various major voluntary American
most urgent drives in history, This the campaign to support . the ¦ CRU- agencies for foreign relief and to the
is the CRUSADE FOR CHILDREN SADE FOR CHILDREN. - We hepo International Children 's Emergency
cf American Overseas Aid-United you will bo willing to encourage Fund of the United Nations.
Unlike aid rendered by ' govornmoiTts, the CRUSADE FOR CHILDWith renewed vigor, a second chance, and, at times,- a little REN gives youth as individuals tho
added effort toward increased cooperation this can be the.moat opportunity for a voluntary expresenjoyable and mutually beneficial semester ever experienced by sion of thoir interests .in becoming
anyon e from the banks of the Kennebec to the top of Mayflower world citizens and in fulfilling
tho
•

A brand new, fresh semester confronts us with plenty of
room fdr bigger and better things. Figuratively a clean slate
has been handed to all members of the college. With this, and
for no additional cost or trouble to the individual , comes an opportunity for the renewal of strength, inspiration , spirit, faith Hill.
or whatever you may choose to call your own particular brand
of "drive".
College life became practically null and void as the bi-yearly
period of forced hibernation began last month . However it was
immediately followed by an equally inevitable and much needed
period of rehabilitation . We have had a chance to catch our
breath and more over, to take complete stock of ourselves and
our position in this collegiate society. What, if anything, did
you find and what does it mean to you ?
The normal round of college activity has been resumed once
more and we find ourselves starting in anew. How about putting
the proverbial best foot forward? Never fear , no one is entertaining any ideas of arousing a revolutionary movement nor is
any stock taken in New Year 's resolutions. Furthermore there
is no need for any such dramatic sounding reform.
In fact, nothing more drastic than a quick , concise sounding
out of one's intentions for his present and future life is being
advocated. As individuals living in a too hurried world o,n the
brink of exhaustion wc cannot help but benefit by an honest and
conclusive appraisal of our potentialities and motives.
; Put to practical and immediate application we might begin
this new semester with some feeling for the pattern of things in
general and the part played by us, the individuals , in particular.
Things like school spirit, fair play in academic and social activities, and the support of daily chapel are good j umping off places
for the future, and are worthy of, mature consideration now.

.
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"Which ono of y ou guya kicked lhv bucket /«_ * night? "

Colby Press Book, flamed

ProE Lougee Discovers
One of Fift y Boots of Year
Primeval Waterfall
Veterans, members of the faculty,

The officers of the Colby Press
have just been notified that the Jury
of the American Institute of Graphic
Arts has selected as one oi the Fifty
Books of the Year (1947) the. Oolby
College Press edition of . the ' LETTERS of Sa.ah OMie Jewettr An

Exhibition of these Fifty Books will
be opened in New York City on March
31 at the New York Public Library,
and will • afterwards tour the entire
country.
This edition of the LETTERS of
Sarah Orne Jewett was edited by
Professor Car} J. Weber ,—the letters
being transcribed from the originals
now in th Colby Library. This is the
second publication of the recently
tisbablished Colby College Press. The
book was designed by Fred Anthoensen pf Portland and printed at his.
Pi-ess, and was bound by John Marchi ,
also of Portland.
Two hundred and twenty-five copies
were printed m a Limited Edition ,
and Librarian James Humphry, business-manager of the Colby College
Press , reports that more than half of
the edition is already sold. Now that
the book .has been , acclaimed by the
American Institute of Graphi c Arts
he .feels certain that there will be an
increased demand for the book, and
urges all Colby people who wish a
cepy to act promptly. First come ,
first served. Copies are available at
the h'barian's office.
The American Institute of Graphic
Arts has been selecting the Fifty
Books of the Year for two de'eades or
more, but this is the first time that
a Colby volume has been picked by
the Jury. The newl y established
Colby College Press can , however,
claim a fifty percent record; for it
has published only two books to date ,
Professor Weber 's "Hardy in Am erica" (194G), and this edition of Miss
Jewefct's Letters.

Nursery School
In lorimer Chapel

Libra r y Will Publish
Book Lis t Each Month

and a few townspeople now have the
opportunity to send their children to
the Nursery School In kofimer
Chapel, The School is open Monday
through Thursday from 8:45 A. Mi
to 11:45 A. M.

Of New Acquis itions

Tlie Colby College Library hSS ari=
-flounced that a book ' list will be;
published each month listing those
books that the library has acquired
and catalogued during the previous
month.
In order that those who u&3 the
libra ry may become familiar with
these new additions, they have been
placed on the open shelves located
on the main floor. Since many of. the
books are often accidentally returned
to the closed stacks, many readers
are unaware that the library has acquired these new editions. The publication of a monthly book list will
eliminate this difficulty.
The new books will be listed by
their call number , author and title
under one of the following seven
large files :
1. Philosophy, religion , psychology
¦2. History
3. Social Sciences including educa•tion.
4. /Fine Arts, and Music
• 5. Language and Literature
6. Fiction '
7. Science and Technology
A copy of the list will be sent to
each faculty member. The remaining
ones will be available at the loan and
reservo desks for those students who
desire tlretn .
JOIN THE CROWD AT THE,

Puritan Restaurant

FOR DINNER OR SUPPER
Tasty Sandwiches of All Kinds
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Pt'ofSBsei* Richard. J. Lougee , former head of the geology -department
at Colby, recently discovered a p.l»
maval eatai'act cOnvparable to Nl»
agara Falls in height, This discovery'
The Community Committe. of th. ended a 19 year _e_ .reh _ <H* the outlet

S. C. Ai , with Ariiie i-d6tii its chai_ man , is sponsoring the program. The
childre n , divided into two age groups,
2 to 3 years and 4 to 5 years, are
under the supervision of Phyllis
Kearney and approximately 20 student assistants.
A donation by the S. C. A. and
various gifts from the parents have
made the purchase of sand boxes, a
hand orga n, a victrola and many other
toys possible. Mr. Armstrong cleared
a section of land behind the Chapel
which will be used whenever weather
permits. In this area is an outdoor
Jungl e Gym .
Eleanor Clayton and Barbara
Michaud were in charge of mural
decorations.
There is still a call for student
assistants, especially during the early
and late hours , and any volunteers
are welcome. *

Contemporary Lit. Club

Will Discuss Gather

Willa Gath er and her art will be
the subject cf the next meeting of
the Contemporary Literature Group
which will be held Thursday, February 17 at 7 o'clock in the Women 's
Union.
Jean Littlefield will speak on the
life of Willa Gather, Marie Machell
will discuss Willa Gather's novels,
and Mrs. Philip Africa will speak on
her style.
A discussion will follow in which
members of the group are invited to
take part. It is, suggested that students . read one or moi'e of her hovels
or short stories to enable th em to
join in this discussion.

of the great gla.ial lake Which occupied the. Connecticut Valley 28 )000
years agd _ s the , last ice sheet molted
away from New England.
Dr. Lougee first discovered that
Lake Hitchcock had subsided when
the ice front stood, at Lyme, New
Hamjishira, but the "cause of the
dffiinage was a mystery. He next
traced the shore line 154 miles southward to Middletown, Connecticut,
and new Government maps permitted
him to complete his experiments.
Waters Of Sound Onoe Higher
At East Haddam were found all

President Bixler Opens
Lecture Engagemen ts
At Brooklyn ^lnstitu te
President Julius S. Bixler 's first
address in his lecture engagements,
will be to the annual Butterick Lectures en Immortality conducted by
Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences. His topic is "Pragmatism and
Immortality".
President Bixler has been invited
to d-liver a series of four lectures
during the annual convocation of
Colgate-Roches1i'»r Divinity Schojol
March 29-April 1. This series, endowed in the nam e of Francis Wayland Aker , focuses on the "broad
field of history, or interpretation of
the Christian message". "A Faith
for College Students" will be President Bixler 's subject.
, Other recent speaking dates included the Christian Civic League of
Maine in Bangor , the annual meeting
of Bangor 's YMCA , and the Portland
Ministerial Association.

KB B.ROT 'S

Island Sound. In this period, the
waters Of the ' Sound were "much highei? than their present day level.
A _ the ice retreated, land movements raised New Englan d and caused
the waters to subside far below the
present level. . The delta then began
a dam , retaining Lake Hitchcock tb
the north, while the outlet waters,
after plowing through the channel,
descended the fall at the height of
150 feet ait least. After Lake Hitchccck and the falls lasted 4,000 years,
the Tylerville Delta Dam was cut
through and the lake drained.
Dr. Lougee said that quite possibly
the lake may have vanished in only
a few days .in what would have been
one of the outstanding spectacles of
late glacial time.

Cecil Goddard Speaks
At Am. Alumni Council
A talk by G. Cecil Goddard , Colby
Alumni Secretary, was given before
the New England and Atlantic State
sections of the American Alumni
Council meeting on January 16 at
Absecon , N. J.
Goddard spoke on methods of soliciting gifts fer educational causes
from alumni and the general public.
A poll of the 150 or so colleges
represented showed that all but 14
are now engaged in capital fun d
drives with objectives ranging from
$450 ,000 up to $7,000,000.

¦

With Compliments of.

W. W. Berr y Co.
STATIONERS

_ ?0 Main Street
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L. L. Tardiff
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ARMY -NAVY STORE

the conditions required for a darn.
The rook gorge is a mile wide and
half its breadth on the western eide
ia filled with a surface sand and a
gravel terrace which waa built as &
delta Into an emboyment of Long

JEWELER
Waterville

Maine

Waterville, Me.
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"^The MAN who plays pretty for the people,
1Louis Prima, has a groovy new record !
A trumpet player of long experience, Louis
knows when he's hit the right note in smoking
pleasure too.'He's a dyed-in-the-wool
Camel fan. "Camels are the 'choice of
experience' with me," says Prima.
' Try Camelsl Let your own experience tell
you why, with smokers who have tried
and cornpored, Camels are th©
"choice of experience."
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TWO HIGHLIGHTS
OF 1947 AT COLBY
Betty Coombs Reigned

Over Winter Carnival

In spite of the drizzling vain which
fell in place of the much desired snow,
the Winter Carn ival of 1947, on the
weekend of February 1, was a gala
success. Betty Coombs '48 reigned
over .the carnival as queen with Norma Egerton , Mary Lou Reid , -Catherine Southworth , and June Stairs
as her court of attendants. Betty
was crowned at the ball on Friday
evening in the Women 's Union , where
Lloyd Rafnell's Orchestr a provided
the dance music.
The Lambda Chi' s won the skiing
events which were held at Dunham 's
slope on Upper Main Street. Dorothy
Jackson was the winner of the Women's slalom. Saturday afternoon ,
fans were transported by bus and hay
wagon to the hockey game with Boston College at the South End Arena.
Preceding the sock dance on Saturday evening, the Mule courtmen met
the Boston Universi ty Terriers in an
early evening basketball game. B. U.
defeated Colb y 68-47 but the Colby
spirit remained undaunted and the
last' events of the carnival . were as
bright as the first;.
At the sock, danc:• in the Women 's
Union , the ski trophies were yressnted and 'the snow sculpture trophy was
awarded to Mower -House lor their
mule. Dormitory parties v.ere also
held Saturday evening in West. Hall ,
Roberts Hall , and South College.

ed the campus for almost a week.
.AH went well for the Sophomores
until Friday, October 17 when the
true spirit of the Freshman class became decidedly evident. The men of
the class of '51 could stand the rules
imposed upon them but the eagern ess
of one sophomore, Gerald Frank, was
too much to . take without retaliation.
Gerry had been spending his spare
time sitting on the steps of Foss Hall
taking down .the names of all Freshmen who failed to tip, their caps in
front of the girls' dorm in order to
submit them" to the court. . . On the
evening of the 17th Frank was kidnapped by a group of freshmen and
lield captive for forty-eight hours. The
stories of the captivity vary greatly
but it is certain that a very subdued
Gerald Frank , was returned to the
campus on Sunday.

¦PhR * ^ *** * "*• *
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On the right , a scene from the slalom events of the '47 Winter Carnival . On the left ,
the Mower House Mule Snow Scul ptu r e '

Frank Kidnapping Result
Of New Freshman Ru les
Freshman rules were initiated once
again on Monday, October 13, 1947
after being suspended during the, war
years. The class of '51 donned blue
and white freshman caps and black
bow ties. Various rules were established under the order of Read! Fear I
Obey ! A Sophomore Jury was set up
whose activities were guided by the.
"Freshman-Sophomore Code " under
the basis of good sportsmanship, The
rules applied primarily to the men.
The women , however, were also required to wear caps, but were under
the jurisdiction of their own women's
rules. Pale-faced girls , looking downcast at the inability to date , populat-

Bet ty Coombs , Carnival Queen surrounded by her attendants: front row,
Norma Egerton and Mary Lou Re id; second row, Juno Stairs
nnd (Catherine Southworth

Below:
»V«a
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Gerald Frank sits in desolation beside China Lake whore the
'¦ ' '. :/ ' .
Freshmen kept him in captivity

The Class of '51 al Freshman Convocation a few weeks before they donned caps and lie- under the Freshman Rules,
'o
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Top: Mnhonoy bronkt thro ugh •
brick-wa ll dofenae for a short run.
Center: Fa n. watch Colby toam
roll up yardage.
Center:
Football Captain
Dom
Puil n. discusses tnctlcs -with Coach
Walt Ho lmo..
«
Bottom : Roberts about to be smeared by enemy tackiers deep in his own
territory .

SPOR TS - '47
Sluggers , lioopstcrs
Moid Sp otli ght:
BASEBALL
Here is where the Colby man takes
off his hat and really starts to tell
you about that baseball team that we
had up there in Waterville last spring.
Rated one of the top three teams in
all New England. The only schools
in this sector that boasted teams of
equal (you will note I say "EQUAL"
not better) calibre were Yale and
Holy Cross. Not bad company to be
keeping for a little school "up thaiin Maine ". Well friend , last year
about "apple blossom time a gang of
the sluggingest ballplayers you ever
saw came down out of the woods to
lick the stuffings out of the best that
Boston had to offer in collegiate
competition. They whipped mighty
B. C. 21-5 and to show that it was
no freak, on the home grounds, they
went down to Boston and scored a
mere 19 runs against .Northeastern
and beat Boston- University 10-9.
Losing only Mike Puiia and Carl
Gumbo Wrigh t this same team will
take the field this year to continue on
its way to fame and fortune in the
baseball picture. To try to name any
stars on this team would be sheer
folly. So here is the final.first team
the club that administered those pastings. Catcher, Norm White; 1st Base,
Johnny Spinner ; 2nd Base, Noggy
Nardozzi; 3rd Base, George Clark;
ss, Tom Pierce; RF, Bob St. Pierre;
CF, Mico Puiia; LF, Will ."Eldridge
and Utility man Mitch Jaworski. The
Pitcher demands a word all his own
Carl Wright six victories and no defeats ably aided and abetted by
Tubby Washburn. Coach Eddie Roundy you hav e this papers heartiest
congratulations,
BASKETBALL
Starting slowly under a new coach
and with mostly new players , the
Mule basketeers ended up their season with as fine a showing as any
Colby club of the pa_t few years has
made. The team won the state championship and defeated such fine out
of state teams as Boston College, St,
Anslems, and New Hampshire. Paced
by Tubby Washburn , George Clark,
and Mitch Jaworski the Williamsmen
showed fine team play and excellent
scoring ability . They hit. their peak
in the B. C. game for sheer performance but we oi this department
prefer, to keep the St. Anslems game
in our memories as the game we
would most like ,to see played over
again , although it is doubtful if this
weak heart could take it. The climactic finish and high-scoring fire horse
type of ball that predominated tho
thi s ability to play the opponents
type of game when necessary that

Colbv and Bates basketeers scramble for ball in hard fought , hoirie -court fracas
made this team one of Colby's immortal basketball teams. This and
an indominable desire to win" carried
the club to the victorious finish that
it enjoyed. Our hats off to Lee Williams and his 1947 hoopsters.
¦ ¦¦
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FOOTBALL
The Varsity football team, had ,
what might be called by some, a disastrous season. To the eyes of this
writer it was far from that. We must
remember that the coach and his system were new to most of the players
as they were .to the. coach. The loss
of last years entire starting backfield ,
and many able reserves in. the. line
entailed an entire rebuilding job
without the aid of the usual freshman
newcomers. Injuries to such key men
as Dick Grant, George MacPlielemy,
and Sam Monaco and the late start
of George Toomey and Don Zabriskie
and Jim Hall was another severe blow
to the team. In spite of this we managed to win one of the state series
games, that against last years champs,
and made more than good showing
against both Coast Guard and Amherst. To pick out any member of any
team as a standout above his, fellow
performers is always a difficult job
but here are our Oscars : To Bob
Cook , Jim Lundin , and Mike Puiia in
the lino nnd to Jack Alex , Harry
Marden , in the backfield for allover
all season performance .

Colby co-ods match shots with State foinmes In Spring moating .

Mula skater brings puck over the ¦ blue line into offensive zone,
.
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Colby Athletic Department llnss up foi- photo in fall of 1047,
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Hockey leads Way
1947 minor Sports
Keep Students Active
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"Quaterback

—

.

hands off to charging fullback in a snappy T-Play

M. Jawor ski , D. Bu tcher and R. St. Pi.rre .
1947 Team Captains pose for p icture , L, to R.: D. Robinson , R. Verrengia ,

'
Protpoctlva battorlci imila for tlitt oarnora In early •prln t. of M7.

.

In . the winter of 1947 the Mule
Hockey team put a veteran aggregation , from prewar days, on the ice
and skated away with the Maine
Championship by defeating Bowdoin
in two of three contests. Rei d, Collins,
aind Meehan on the first line, Borah,
Lindquist and Welsh on the second
line , Butcher and Leaf on the defense
and Dine sharing honors with Lightbody as goalie played a hard schedule
and finished admirably. Many subs including Clark , Millett and Bryant
aided Coach Millett's cause.
J. V. Basketball suffered through
an inglorious season under Coach
Danny Lewis. Starting off the season
with a 4-4 record they dropped seven
straight to finish up 4-11. Jim Dick,
now graduated to the Varsity led the
Junior Mules with the aid of Crowley, Merriman, Pillsbury and Carey.
The Indoor track team led by Capt.
Dana Robinson in the distance events
and O'Halloran , Sandler and Igoe in
the dashes ran their hardest but were
unable to aggregate enough points to
win a meet. Coach Swede Anderson
had a team in the BAA relays 'and
had two men entered in dash events
but pulled muscles and head colds
hampered their efforts.
The Winter Sports team under the
direction of Coach Anderson competed successfully in several informal
appearances- . John Harriman, Bob
Mitchell and others led the skiiers.
Interfraternity basketball was in
the spotlight for a while last winter. The DU's, winners of the first
half of the league, faced the nonfrats , victors in the second-half and
went down to defeat at the hands
of the nonfi-aternity crew by a wide
margin.
Junior Varsity Baseball had a rather successful season under Coach Lee
Williams. Knocking off the local prep
school teams proved their specialty.
Bingo Leaf led the pitchers and Burt
Silberstein looked like another Joe
Page in relief roles. Tho catching
department was strong but fielding
slackened as infielders Pierce and
Narclozzi wore boosted to' Varsity
berths.
Everts and Felton led the way in
the state wide tennis competition and
always managed to score for the
Colby net men in dual competition.
Everts took a top berth in the State
championships played on the Wales
Memorial courts at Colby.
Golf ers were out in full force for
Colby but managed to defeat only tho
Batosmen. Outside competition was of
a very high calibre and proved too
much for the Mule divot diggers who
fought their hardest for alma mater.
Outdoor track under Conch Anderson was again not very successful .
Robinson , O'Halloran , Harden , Sandler , Igoe, and Lnwson proved their
worth but were unable to collect the
point total that meant victory.
Frat ernity softball saw somo fancy
hitting, pitching and fielding and a
first place playoff between the DU's
and ATO's in which tho ATO team
picked up the victor and first place in
tho lengue ,
Tho fall of 1947 gave us a victorions Froshmnn Football toam and
ho pes for the future. Undefeated in
thro e starts tho Freshmen showed
that th oy were loaded with lino and
backfield power.
Swede Anderson 's c ross countr y
men cnni o through with a victory for
th oir unliable conclr. In a duel meet
with Gar diner High School the Mules
came out with » one point margin
of victory.
Frat f ootball play was dominated
by the ATO' s and the Phi Dolts. Tho
Phi Dolts , d efeated once by tho
ATO's came back in the first place
playoffs and managed to tie. At this
point cold ' weather cro op od In and
en ded the season with The ATO's
unde feated.
The year ondod in a flurry with a
bowling, tournament endin g with a
tie for firs t and n tie for third. Frat
Bask etball was woll under .way with
tho D . U.,'s and Tau Dolts rankin g
hi gh in Court piny.
Ample events wore presented to
keep the Interested studont body
sports conscious for tho year,

Two Varsit y Shows
Gives "Our Town " By Colby Students
And "Stage Door" Highlight '47 Year
Powder and Wi g

The curtain rose on "Our Town "

by Thornton Wilder , the first Powder

and Wig production-o f 1947 , on May
17. The star role of stage manager
featured Arnold Tozier , '47 supported by J ean Snow, Eric Pape, and a
cast of over 75 people. This play
given without aid of scenery or stage
furnishings , held the attention of the
audience to the last. Because of the
bare stage and unusual aspects of the
play, the lighting effj -cts were of
prime importance and adequately
managed by Harold Kearney. Cecil
B. Rollins directed this successful
performance.
"Stage , Door" by Edna Ferber and
George Kaufman , the Powder and
Wig production of November, 1947,
utilized an array of Colby personalities. Starring were J. Michael Reed,
Francis Dyer, and Russell Farnsworth . Strong supporting roles were
played by Tama Kaplan , Eileen Lanouette, Patricia Sales, and several
others. "Stage Door " was different
from most play s produced at Colby in
that the main parts are played by
girls and all the male parts are secondary to the action of the story. Elaborate scenery added to the color of the
stage and the'play.

"Let There Be Men ", C.lby's first
Varsity Show- in many a year made
its debut in March , 1947. Russell
Farnsworth, '48, and Roseoe (Bud)
Schlesinger , '47 colaborated on the
script and the music. The popularity
of the songs is evident for Colby still
sings its hit tunes '; "There Was A
Guy ", "When You 're In Love", "Let
There Be Men ", and "1 Want To Go
To B d With Shakespeare". Eileen
McMahon and Fred Tippins rendition
of "Tis Tough , Sho 'Nuff"' brought
down the house . Jocelyn Hulme and
Bill Taylor'were featured in the lead
.
roles.. ~ '
The Colby production, "Lucky To
Be Me" written by Robert Rosenthal
and Kenny Jacobson with an all Colby
cast was the marque of the Opera
House, December 3, 1947. This was
Colby's second post-war Varsity
Show. Again Colby students thrilled
to the stage show and music created
by her own sons. Three love themes
centered around Mary Jordan and
Philip Berquist, Martha Jackson and
Conrad White , Betty Beamish and
Jerry Stoll. The three crooks played
by Fred Tippens, John Harriman , and
Roy Tibbetts lent much humor -tc 'thei
performance, Leridall Hayes also called forth many a laugh in his role as
a fanner.

The cast of "Stage Door " , the Fall prod uction of Powder and Wig

The comed y tea m of crooks from "Lucky To Be Me". Left to right: Betty
Beamish , Fred Ti ppeno , John Harrimnn , and Roy Tibbetts .

The authors of 'Let I hore Bo Man . Kascoo Schlesinger seated
at tho piano anil Russell Farnswortlt standing .
*¦

Ttire* scenes from tho Powder and Wig Spring production of "Our Town "

REVIEW OF 1947
EVENTS AT COLBY
Lorimer Cha p el

Dr. Parment er

Lorimer Chapel was officially opened last June with the Baccalaureate
Service. This was part of the 126th
Commencement program of Colby
College. The Senior Class Outing at
Island Park, a baseball game between
Colby and Bowdoin, the Senior-Faculty breakfast, Senior Class .Day
Exercises, Dance, receptions, and reunions wore also part of the activities. The Chapel was magnificent and
the sight of capped and gowned
graduated on the steps gave a thrill
'io many. The War Memorial Carlonic
Bells, housed in the Chapel, were
heard then for the first time.

Professor George F. Parmenter
retired last June after 44 years of
service at Colby. He was made head
of the Chemistry department in 1904
and had remained in that capacity.
He earned his B. S. at Massachusetts
State College, his M. A. at Boston
University in 1900 , and in 1903 he
received his Ph. D." from Brown University. A member of the American
Chemical Society, the New England
Association of Teachers , Phi' Sigma
Kappa, and Sigma Xi , Professor Parmenter is also the author of "Laboratory Experiments for Colby College".
Upon retiring, he plans to take it
easy, fishing, traveling, and gardening.

John J. McClo y
John Jay McCloy; former Assistant
Secretary of War and now President
of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, was the
speaker for the Commencement Exorcises last June', He is a graduate of
Amherst College , 1916, and was a
classmate of President Julius S. Bixler. In 1922 he was admitted to the
New York Bar. In 1940 he became
expert consultant to the Secretary of
War. He is a director of the Empire
Trust Company and the Union Pacific
Railroad Company. Mr. McCloy has
been awarded the Legion of Merit
and th.; French Legion of Honor. His
election as president of tho World
Bank filled a vacancy which had contributed Jo a serious delay in operations. The government interpreted
this new shift in the directorship as
affirming a "sound loan " policy and
as "de-emphasising" political , considerations in international lending. Mr.
McCloy " proved" a very interesting
speaker.

¦Tho Class of '47 coming down the steps of the newly opened
Lorimer Chapel at their Commencement Exorcises

John J, McCloy, spea ki-r nt the
1047 Commencement Exercises

Dr. George F. Parmenter who retired from his position as head of
the Chemistry department in Juno

waiter Wagoner
Walter Wagoner , this year, joined
the Colby staff as Chaplain. He
earned his B. A. and B. P. at Yale
University where he later became
Student Activities and Study Guide
for undergraduate studies in the Old
and New Testament. During the war,
Rev. Wagoner served as a chaplain in
the Marine Corps. At Colby he is in
charge of the services in the new
chapel and assists Dr. Herbert Newman in the activities of the Student
Christian Association.

Miller Librar y
Second semester last year Miller
Library opened and took over many
functions of college life. Most of the
classes were iransfered to the building, The Spa , a familiar spot to most
of the students began its business.
The
Administration ,
President's,
Dean 's, Maintenance , Treasurer 's,
and Publicit y Offices wore set up in
their new quarters. Library books and
desks were settled in the new library .
Classes, o.udying, business , and spang was done to the tunc of carpen-r hammer 's, pain;; , saws, and all
sorts of nois.s that accompany buildings yet to be completely finished.
Miller Library became the center of
our campus.

Roberts Union

Below: two picture s taken in Miller Library ' shortl y after its opening
. in the second semester of the '46-'47 college y^ar. Top:
ono of the classrooms; Below .: The Spa

, , . Walter Wagoner who joined the faculty in September, 1947
as college Chaplain
'
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Roberts Union , a magnificent
building on Colby 's campus was opond and r. iidy for use at the b.ginning
the second sumester last year.
¦is InaL.ing, ihc mens union begun
.i i'JuU, was long delayed in con-vuctit.n because of tho war. In it on
ho mai.'i floor we find Seavern 's
Lounge and many smaller lounges
.md reading rooms. Also there , are
organization rooms such as the ECHO
room and Intevstudont Council , The
basement floor has pool rooms , mail
boxes , and the cafeteria where all the
men students eat. On the second floor
-hero is a small lounge , and a largo
lecture or dance room. President and
Mrs. Bixlor reside in tho West Wing.
Tho nll-collogo Infirmary is in tho
East Wine.

Below: tho main
lounge on the first floor of Roberts Union
¦
,
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Lack of Colby Spirit
Dep lored By Student
By Paul Francis Sullivan
In Maine a president &poke. In a
little chapel on & little hill, from a
pulpit fresh and new and rarely used
—its glossy surface capturing reflections of a sun heavy with winter—«
a president in a long, flowing academic gown spoke*—of what I do not

ed to the university, activity, purposefulness, and.a progress distinctly
defined and at once discernible. There
was a solemn , crushing reminder of
what once was—an arcadian dream of
a colle ge by a river , a diminut ive ,
provincial, but vital , purposeful little
college~,a reminder of an age In

in that inexorable something which
we f ound lacking in every college
activity, and after a while we surrendered to that whisper in our Utters
home and in our perspective. Amidst

fouhrj no countei-part in college.
There was a whisper at the' presentation of an oratorio. Once at _, musical gathering there was a whisper.
There was a whisper very often—^always inarticulated and dull, always
painfully inchoate.
We grasped our funny little blue
caps, our black bow ties with freshmen-like anticipation and genuine inward delight, wishing, waiting, -wanting to be drunk with Colby, waiting
to be accepted as a part of her tradition , to join in her pride, to comprehend and love her message.
But instead we ' heard a whisper,
aiid wondered about that whisper. We
embraced a tradition and loved it.
We could almost grasp a pride. We
heard an inhibited message. But most
of all we heard a whisper—at the college assemblies, in the classrooms,

Boardman Hall frdhi Mayflower -till.
Ho -due be&cori gr.ets ide Ss 1 look
out my window: 1 See dnly night,
and in the day—-drily day—and the
college that dnce was. It is difficult
for me and for others here lto feel a
part of the 'college on the hill.
We are indeed a house divided.
But are we to be dominated by that
division dictated by distance to which
resistance appears so inestimably
difficult? Or shall we instead aid
Colby, dear Colby, in her period of
transition—from age to youth, from
conservatism to liberalism ?
There is, here , now , a seed of
school spirit and pride crying for
genesis, an embryonic unity needing
little more than attention to become
a mature, articulate strength.
Our lawns, our shrubs, our trees
are just planted. And they are growing. Each year brings "new embellishment, new unity, new consonance to
the natural environment in which they
live, and die, and recrudesce.
Let us help our school to grow. Let
us fin d for her that unity without
which Mayflower Hill is no more than
a pleasing abstraction. Let us look
to Lorimer, to Colby, and most of
all to ourselves and find in all three
places that . which , in this intensely
practical , cold society is, it seems,
•almost anachronistic—a purpose. And
let that purpose be the production of
a Colby which, existing now in the
imagination and hearts of our leaders
and benefactors, may well exist in
the record of our accomplishments.

fecundity and knowledge .we found
a maj or disappointment.
Contact .with the soul of youth is
contact with the flesh, It is wholly
trua that appeal to tho spiritu al, to
¦the aesthetic *aen&., to tho inherent,
is possible Only through appeal to
the physical. The heart is th-a soul'*,
fondest medium of expression, More

memoried fools that, wish to do away
with military training.
To the "lesser races" that suffered
so igHomihiously in such hell-holes as
Shachoy ., Lublin , Bushenwald, I know
it mus. be excruciatingly painful for

you to see people preparing the fuel
for those crematory , ovens again,
where non-combatants were disintergrated alive, for being unable to defend then- Solves,
To the boys and .men Who died because of lack of proper training and
adequate equipment ifi the e&rly

Camera Club Darkroom
O pened In Rober ts Union
The new darkroom of the Colby
Camera Club was officially opened
Friday night, February 6, 1948, at a
meeting of the club,
The darkroom is actually a darkroom within a darkroom, for it has
a small film developing room within
the larger darkreottt which will be

which ' colleglato spirit and collegiate
consciousness were not -merely foasl**
lized abstractions.
There was a whisper at the football
games. Freshmen sensed immediately that the old high-school spirit was
U- .ed for printing and enlarging.
but a very pleasant memory ahd thah a Wile Separates hie here at stages' d _ this last war, I knoVV- this
Tristan
Of
Union Rule* Mtiit Be Followed ,
itiof-e

know. Of mysticism?
und Isolde? Of God? I do riot know.
I do not know because as I listened
my thoughts were not with him as he
Was—graced in a college of a thousand living beings by a congregation
approximating twenty—but as he
could be and should be.
Outside snow rested on the sloping
lawn of . Loi-imer, and the little chapel
on the hill looked down upon a college
without a spirit. It was cold on Mayflower Hill that Sunday, cold, and
barren , ' and sterile, and cold once
more. It was silent on Mayflower Hill.
If there was a whisper it was death's.
There was a whisper. If was death's,
or a whisper so resembling that of
death as to be indistinguishable from
it. There was a whisper of death
where there could be vitality, and , in
the academic vigour blithely attribut-

_ .,,-... -

fi-y Tho things
/ !/every college man/
should know! [ ' '
H
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LETTER S TO THE EDITOR
(Continued from Page 2)
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J--* This is a wolf . Species: Lupus Humanus.
Numbers increasing on every college campus.
Sleek appearance aids deception of prey.
Hunts al nig ht. Mainly co-eds.- Don't laug h . . .
¦ ¦
you 're probabl y one yourself. • . '
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Crusade slogan—SAVE A CHILD
SAVE THE FUTURE,
Sincerely yours ,
• Viola lima
Youth Division ,
AOA-UNAC
Editor:
Of the survivors of the Jap invasion of Thailand , Gu a m , Wake , Hongkong]; Manila , Singapore , Java , Bataan , and Corregldor , I , ask forgivenes s' for the stupid , blind, sh ort

*
\
, '
* .
^
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Silver Street Service
Phone 622

WATERVILLE, ME.

stab itl the back must hurt
than those wounds of which they died.
Is anyone so stupid as to think that
Pearl Harbor cain e about because we
were PREPARED? Does anyone really believe it w.as Admiral Kimmel's
and General Short's fault that Pearl
Harbor was such a debacle? Do they
not understand the workings of the
little, mean men in politics? It was
the fault of every literate American.
The smug fools ! The fault of 'tlie
Charles A. Lindberghs, and the starryeyed isolationists, the penny wise
and pound foolish "nbn-preparednessists". We can thank them and ourselves for the wanton murder and
rape of our people. It was the fault
of the hometown boys, with their
hometown girls and their hometown
philosophies , that' don't even kn ow
what's going on twenty miles away
from them , who though t the Atlantic
Ocean was a most wonderfu l barrier ,
who continued to plow up and down
hills, instead of along the contures
because it's easier and their forefathers did it that way, thus having
their top soil carried off by the spring
freshets ; who ' continue each spring
to burn over their fields so th ey will
be greener, even if it does eventually
make the fields as infertile as their
own atavistic, narrow minds.
'I know that they say the U. -N.,
it will solve every thing. Remember
the League of Nations? They say, "a
Christian offensive is better than a
defensive for war." I say be Christian but be practical too.
Do they think that Christianity
alone means peace? Have they forgotten the crusades , the church perpetuated inquisitions , the Salem
hunts , the 1947 witch hunt by a Senate Investigation Committee composed of self-righteous , church going*
holior-thnh-'thou Christians, Are tho
"non-preparednessists " so naive as
to think that by merely preaching the
gospel we can change human nature?
Do they think , with the mounting toll
of divorces , the end products of a
public oath taken in a church of God ,
that people are to be suddenly trusted
to keep their word? Do they think
that in a world of , fratricide , matricide , incest , rape, and robbery, we
can , without mental reservations , take
all protection away from our families ,
our com m u n i tics , our countr y ! They
say hvii the above are mental y ill ,
either , psychogenotic or traumatic,
certainly, but did that stop Schicklegruber or Mussolini or Tojo?
Before we do away -with the Army

.

It Is located in Roberts Union and
th-ose using the darkroom will have
t o . comply with the house rules of
the Union as well as. the rules of the
Camera Club. Use of the darkroom '
is limited to members of the Camera
Club only.
A reservation sheet as well as a
sign-up sheet will be found at the '
desk in the Union , and in order to
obtain the key to the darkroom , a
member cf the club must submit his
membership card at ' the desk. The
officers of the club are drawing up
a set of rules^for the use of the^arkroora, and will be brought up for
ratification at the next meeting.
Portrait Studio Obtained
Professor Wendell A. Ray lectured
en "Density and Exposure", after
which refreshments were served.
President David Monte announced
to the club that a portrait studio has
been obtained for .the club, and is
located in the tower room of the
Chapel.
and Navy, let's mako civilian life safe
for civilians. Make it possible for the
tax payers to. do away with tax
burdensome municipal and govern mental police forces. Let's see if . we
can bankrupt the lock companies by
removi ng their necessity. ' I would
like to see all of the night latches
come off the doors in the dormitories
see it possible to leave the school
mimeograph room open and unguarded before exams , do away with
proctors and overseers during exams,
be able to let students take their
exams alone in their rooms, safe from
cheating themselves, see the dean of
women lift all restrictions, when I
see these in a Christian school and in
Christian communities , them I say,
abolish the military. When I see
clergymen leave church doors open
all night , then I want to see the last
of Armies. When I see them turn
all jails and penitentiaries into apartment houses, then I'll resign
from the reserves. When I hear the
last of Bilbo 's, Hague's, Coughlin 's,
Pendergast's, Tammany Hall's-a n d
Franco 's, then I'll come and lie with
tlie lambs.
'
Do the fool's that advocate no military training, reall y believe that because a man is in uniform or ho is an
officer , he is spoiling for a fight?
'
If they do- b-liovo that , I think they
hav e had very, little combat or military experiences. The ¦• mercenaries
(Continued on Pago 11)
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, . .it 's a beauty!
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you'll go in
"
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more
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See this style and many others at your
local dealer 's now.
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In the Garden .City Library

THESAURUS OF ANECDOTES

A collection of the world' s beat witty storioa—

8

A concise , unbiased ffuide to the social doctrines , political

<

isms" and .dealoRies at grips in the world today--

, *< ;. ** <
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-Day and Evening Programs — September i,T io 15, 1948
Early application is necessary

MODERN POLITICAL PHILOSOPHIES

„ ^t *
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Admits Men 'and Women '

BRAND NEW TI TLES.

.

¦I. o4 ^ ^p.
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Wanted:

Live-wire atudont snloamim to 'ropro'
sent personalized BEER MUG mnmi
fiacturor on camputi,
Contact CASEY & BLAKE, 37 No
Mountain Ave,, Montclalr, N. J
immediately.
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YOUR LEGAL RIGHTS
A lay man 's handbook of law—

Now on sale at the Bookstore

Only $1,49
''

Colby College Bookstore
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Colby Orchestra Gives

Concert In Pittsfield

The Colby Orchestra gave its first
performance of the College Concert
Series at Pittsfield , Sunday, February
8- \
The concert was sponsored by the
Pittsfield Kiwanis Club, and included
a pre :concert dinner at the Lancey
House.
Dr. Ermanno Comparetti
commen ted on the large and responsive auddenpe that attended the concert.
The first half' of the program included 'the La Scala di Seta by Rossini, the'' Concerto Grossi by Corelli ,
Handel's. Firework Music, and the
allegro moderato of Dr. Comparetti's
Mayflower Hill -Concerto.
During
the ten-minute intermission, Dr. Marshall Gerries spoke on "Music and
the Community". In the last half of
the concert , Strauss' Emperor "Waltz ,
Celebration of Spring, by "Thomas,
the Syncopated Clock by Anderson,
and Tschaikowsky's. March Slave
were performed.
, The second concert of the series
will be given in Madison , on March
7. Should circumstances be conducive, a performance of Dr, Comparetti's Second Piano Concerto might
be given in the spring.
ASSEMBLY .
(Continued from Page 1)
seated a French sonata of 18th century origin. The chapel choir completed the classical selections.
Alan Riefe, accompanied by the
trio currently at the Templeton,
presented a modern selection. The
"Colby Eight", a men 's octet , vocalized on four numbers.

Freshman P!ay Is Cast;

Will Be Given March 25
The cast of the freshman play,
"Heaven Can Wait", to be presented
March 25, 1948, has now been cast.
The parts have been assigned as follows :
Joe Pendleton—Arthur J. Shulkin
Mr. Jordan—Harland H. Eastman,
Jr.
: 7013—William T. Burgess, Jr.
Tony Abbott—Richard Kaplan
Max Levine—Harry Falkland
Lofty—John R. Moodey
Willi ams—Stuart A. Warshaw
, Doctor-^-Peter J. % Coney
Plainsclothesman—Robert E. WHkins, Jr.
First' Escort—Robert E. Wilkins,
Jr.
¦
Second Escort—Fr ederick It. Beyle
Julia—Elizabeth B., Holmes
Mrs. Am os—Deborah Smith
Susie—J ean Titus
Nurse—Irene E. Merchant .
Aim—Elinor J. Pond
Tho original idea of producing a
freshman play originated with Stuart
AVarshaw an d Ilarland Eastman, Mrs.
tlordon *W. McKoy is in charge of
production; Mr. Norman Smith is
faculty advisor.
FOR
SERVICE, DEPENDABILITY
AND QUALITY
CALL

Dexter Dru g Stores , Inc.
118 Main Stroot
Wntorvillo, Mo.

2 Clinton Ave.
Winslow, Mo.

Night Calls—2204
Meet your Friends at our Fountain

„, Ra ydon '8

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
(Continued from Page 10)

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION
TEST

This year , for the first time ,
many law schools require an adare few and far between, and seldom
mission test. This is a standard
hang around a peace time Army for
examination , administered by the
long. Do these dolts think that it is
College Entranc e Examination
cheaper to not maintain an inadeBoard on Saturday, [February
quate reserve and thus killing off the
28. - Colby has open named as
thousands of innocent people who are
one of the examination centers.
inevitably gulped up by. the first
App lications for the test are not
threats of an attacking enemy? It's
ma de to the college , but direct"cheap"-"alrigh*t, but I' give tho word
ly to the College Entrance Exa different connotation.
amination
Board , Box 592,
To say that by maintaining an adePrinceton , N. J . Applications
quate Army means it must eventually
must be made not later than
fight to be worth the up-keep, is like
February 18 and must be accomsaying that because we maintain and
panie d by a fee of ten dollars.
tram large fire fighting companies
In ord i_r that the local examiner
that we must send someone around
may know how many Colby stuthe corner occasionally to start a fire
dents will take the test , each
for them to fight in order that they
app licant is aske d also to leave
may earn their pay and test their . his narr .e at the office of Dean
ability. I suggest these people take a . of the Faculty.
course in logic.
The Law School Admission
Can't these my optic, addlepates, see . Test is a six hou r examination.
that to train a young man to defen d
It will be schedule d for three
himself when he can learn slowly and
hours in the morn ing and three
thoroughly, is batter than to give him
hours in the afternoon of Februa rifle, iten rounds of , ammunition,
ary 28. Detaile d information
one day on the firing range, and
about this new test is contained
thirteen weeks of K.P., then send him
in an art icle on page 62 of the
tc his death by getting shot standing
New York Times for Sunday,
straight on the field of battle. Have
'
February 8.
* ..
these people ever seen the look on
a man s face as he tries to stuff his
guts back into his belly ? Have they
seen the honor in the dead eyes of
the recruit that couldn 't believe what
man can do to man, to untrained, unprepared men? Have these incompetents ever heard the hackneyed expression, "Man'sinhumanity to man"?
I suggest they study some history,
The Colby Newman Club held a
abouit three thousan d years of it.
Communion Breakfast Sunday, FebThese frustrated, bitter , little peo- ruary 8, at the Sacred Heart Church .
ple that say an Army is undemocratic, Mr. Robert Maheu , formerly of the
all the officers are tyrants—these Federal Burea u of Investigation, was
are the same people who scream and the speaker.
drool the words, "Communist", "FasThe club sponsored a hayride to
cist", "Bolshevik" , and know not what Oakland , Sunday evening. The horseany of the terms mean. How pray drawn wagon left Mayflower Hill at
tell , are we to protect a country with- 4:30 amidst blows of snow and reout an Army, and what's their sub- turned to campus at 9 :45.
stitute for officers? Untrained civilEvery Thursday morning during
ians? Have they forgotten Washingthe
season of Lent , there will be a
ton , Arnold (don 't let your high
school history throw you on the last mass in Lorimer Chapel , at 7 o'clock.
one), Nelson (English), John Paul
Jones , Austin, Jackson , Lee , Eisenhower, Marshall , Patton , Wainwright ,
and the long parade ' of people that
were bigger than the frumps that can ,
by cheating, bribing, and indifferent
voters , get to positions where they
can control and impede those man.
Seventeen students wore graduated
Read , damn you , road! Get out of from Colby this February. The five
your hom e town , small town , corrupt
girls wore Shirley Bessey, Carolyn
town , rotten town , stinking narrowminded town. Meet people , under- Browne, Dorothy- Bunker , Phylis
stand people , thoir foibles and .dio- McKiei , and Frances Peska. The
syncracies. Join one of tho services twelve boys were Sumner Abramson ,
and learn how to got along with all Shipley Atwater, Charles Chapman ,
races, colors , creeds, and stations of
Norman Epstein , Ronald Farkas, Willife , rather than sitting high in ypur
liam
Mansfield, Orville Ranger, David
lofty white ivory towers and theorizing about racial prejudices. Work Roberts, Daniel Scioletti, Joseph
at it , it pays off in thousands of ways, Spina , Howard Staples, and Walter
No college education can over remote- Towle.
ly touch it,
I am n ot a flag wavor. I am only
thinking of tho future generations,
Mowr y J ewelr y Co.
aro they, too , like us , to bo betrayed
"Lot Us Solve Your Gift Problem "
by tho gonoraticn ahead , of them?
Easy Credit Terms Arranged
Richar d G, Wattles
Class of 104!)
Waterv ille, Me.
45 Main St.

Newman Club Holds
Hayride, Breakfast

Seventeen Colby Seniors
Graduate At Midy ear

R ollins-Dunham Co.
/>_ ./_ / .../ _ retip uarfltersj?

.

HARDWARE DEALERS
Sporting Good *, Paints arid Oils
Mai ne
Water v ille

WINTER CARNIVAL '
(Continued from Page 1)
Outing Club has secured the "Maine
Bears", Jim Sprague's fifteen piece
orchestra. The Carnival Queen will
be crowned at twelve midnigh t with
Colby
the accustomed ceremony.
co-eds will have 2:00 o'clock permission for the evening.
Bids for the week-end are now on
sale in the Miller Library from 9 :00
to 12:00 every day. Bids sell for
$4.50 or $3.50 per couple if either
person is an Outing Club Member.
The bids cover the entire week-end
except for the basketball game with
Northeastern Friday night. Outing
Club tickets are also on sale.

Schedule Of Events
February 13, 14, IS
Friday, 13
Skiing events : 1:30 P. M. COC Slope
Banquets : 5:45-6:45—Women 's Dining Halls
Basketball Game with Northeastern :
7:30
Semi-Formal Dance: 9:30-1 :30, Women 's Union
Queen Crcwned at 12 midnight
Co-eds have 2:00 o'clock permission
Saturday, 14
Skiing events—8 :30 to 12 noon—
COC Slopes
Bates, Tufts; U. of Maine , Colby
Buses to Slope at 8:30, 9, 10, 11
Snow sculpturing judged: 11:0.0
Skiing events—Mayflower Hill Cross
Country Course: 1-30
Hockey with Northeastern : 2 :30,
South End Arena
Toe Warming after hock ey game:
Girl's Dorms
Sock Dance: 8:00-12 :00 P. M.—Roberts Union
Sunday, IS
Chapel: 11:00 A. M.
Open House at Great Pond Lodge :
2:00-5:00
Buses leave Foss Hall at 2:00, Women 's Union 2:15
Skating: 7:30 Mayflower Hill Pond
Waterville Skating Club to perform

Open Houses After Game
The Snow Sculpturing Cup will be
awarded to the fraternity, sorority,
dormitory, or other organized group
producing the best art work in snow.
Won by Mower House last year, the
cup will be awarded after the judging
en Saturday morning at 11:00. The
Outing Club invites all groups to
participate in this event. Richard
Leonard , Butler Hall, is in charge of
this activity.
Saturday afternoon features besides the cross country skiing the
Colby-Northeastern hockey game" at
the South End Arena, scheduled to
start at 2:30. The girls' dormitories
will be open for "Toe Warming"
after the hockey game, when the
girls and their dates can warm their
toes around the fires.
Sock Dance Complet es Sat. Events
The Sock Dance from 8 :00 to 12:00
in the Roberts Union completes Saturday's scheduled events. This informal
dance will feature the "Maine
Bruins", a six piece band , as well as
r freshments. The dance is open to Colby students
are always welcome at
all , and with- a week-end bid is free.
Walter Day 's
Without a bid , admission is $1.50.
Post Office Square
Sunday morning chapel will be held
Films
Developed—2
4 Hour Service
at 11:00 in the Lorimer Memorial
Chapel . Chaplain Walter Wagoner Greeting Cards For All Occasions
• Stationery, Magazines, etc.
will lead the service.
Skating Events Conclude Week-end
Bob-In Cur b Service
A "Foot Roast" on the Outing Club's
Hot Dogs — Hamburgers
lodge on Great Pond will be held
Sunday afternoon , for all students.
Dynamites — Cheeseburgers
Buses leave Foss Hall at 2:00 and the Call Tel. 2842 for Delivery Service
Women's Union a,t 2:15 and will return at 5JO0. Food will be served ,
Compliments of
and participants are urged to wear
ski-bcots and warm clothes so that
they can be prepared to join in the
197A MAIN STREET
fun.
Week-end fostivities will be ended Candy, Peanuts , Ice Cream , Tobacco
with skating at 7:30 Sunday night on
"I
the Mayflower Hill pond. The Watervillo Skating Club will perform , and
the Pond will bo cleared and lighted
"Elms Restaur ant
for skating afterwards.
Our Motto Is

ROY'S

"QUALITY
AND
SERVICE"
'
f UmqucX Wa ter St., Wntorvillo
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Tho K now "
Always Go To
Central Maine 's
Newest - Gayest
Rendezvous

STAGE SHOWS

Every Evening
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41 Temple St.

Waterville

Har old B. Berdeen

JOB , SOCIETY AND
NOVELTY PRINTING
Wo Give You Service
Telephone 152 .
92 Pleasant Street
Waterville , Me.

AN ADVENTURE

HEY "FELLAS" !

JUST RECEIVED FOR SPRING '.
Two ply worsted Gab. pants that will hold the crease
in all shade s, Gray , Tan, Brown {j. 14.95
A value you Can't beat in Town
Also a nice selection of White Oxford Shirts with
that College Boy Windsor spread collar at $3,95

Tlip first fragrant puff tells you It la a now and exciting discovery
in pipe mixtures. A blond of vintage tobaccos that preclude iinitu- -'
lion—-drama and flavor thnt is different.

Now showing tho Spring line of Sport Coats in Plaids,
.. - ' . • Tweeds, Cheviots and Camel Hair
Easy P ayment Plan fo r your Convenience

Sporting Goods - Automotive Supplies
Electrical Appliances
R ay Vorroiiffla — Don Noldor ,
3 So. Main St,

Watorvlllo, Mo.

Temple Street

Next ..to Elms Rofltaurant

™V_TOVH-HAUGUSTA
DRUGSTORES GAIWNEH LtWW0N_^-fi|
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BU Second Half Spurt
Defeats Mules 50-41
A capacity crowd cf about 1200
basketball enthusiasts witnessed a
nip and tuck ball game between the
Colby Mules and Boston University,
one of the best teams in the Boston
area , with the Terri ers pulling the
game out of the fire in the last 10
minutes by a 50-41 score.
During the first half both teams
were off with their shots and at the
half B. U. led by a twc point margin
with the score at a low 17-15. Although there was little scoring, both
teams moved the ball at a. fast pace,
passed well and set up plays.
Most of the scoring came in the

Miule Icemen Victorious
Over IV1.LT. And Suffolk
The White Mule hockey team,
fresh from its first victory of the
season Saturday afternoon , left on
Monday "for a three day barnstorming
tour. The sextet ' opened Monday
night against the M. I. T. squad winning 5 to 2. Tuesday found them
battling Northeastern and .this evening they are scheduled to tackle
Bowdoin on the latter's ice.
The team really clicked in racking up its 7-0 victory over Suffolk
University on Saturday. The boys
were alert and their passing was
deadly accurate. Collins flashed some
of his pre-war style for the first
time this year turned the "hat trick".
Latham, playing his first inter-collegiate season , also displayed some impressive stickwork. Goalie Spinner's
work in the nets , which has been
worthy of acclaim all year, was outstanding once again.
The scoring in the M. I. T. game
v.* _ -i by .'.like Collins who once again
tii ' -ned die "hat trick". Dick Borah
ncnounted for the other two tallies.
Tho \ l men who left on Monday
are Borah , Collins, Millett , Lindquist , Richards, Latham , Titu s, Leaf ,
Folino , Clark , and Spinner.
Upon returning home, Coach Bill
Millett will start preparing the squad
for its Winter Carnival game with
Northeastern this Saturday.

Compliments Of

second half. The Terriers scored the
first bucket of the game and the only
one fer the first 10 minutes of play.
The only scoring up to this time was
done by foul shooting, with both
teams being quite accurate and picking up valuable points. . In the first
half the Mules had four field goals
and seven foul shots while the B. U.
five had six baskets and five foul
shots for a two point margin.
The second half was more interesting with more accuracy displayed by
both teams who were now warmed
up. Colby managed to keep up with
Gocdreault , Daly and company for
the first period in the second half
but after this the B. U. five slowly
pulled away to a 50-41 win:
Tubby Washburn just couldn't buy
a basket Saturday night and many
of his shots just rolled around the
hoop and out again. This is the first
bad night Washburn has had to date.
He played a . fine game and was very
valuable in setting up plays.
George Clark was high man for
the Mules and would have scored
more baskets had he had some of the
luck 'of other nights. He played a
good game and kept the opposition
worried by chasing the ball carrier.
Tom Pierce has been moved to the
center slot arid has been playing well
there. He can really handle a ball
and for this reason he is able to set
plays up from the center pass out or
shoot. .
George Gocdreault was high man
for the B. TJ. quintet with 18 points
and his teammate and captain , Robert
Daly, was close behind with 13.
Goodi-eault showed why he is considered one of the best forwards in
New England ball at the present. His
shocting is accurate and his change
of pace while running dowin the
court has its effect on the opposition.
Captain Daly was very instrumental
in the B. U. victory and a fine team
man.
This is the seventh loss for the
Colby five against three *wins. This
week the Mules again enter into the
Maine State Series by meeting Bates
here Thursday night and then Friday night playing a non-league game
with Northeastern , who has beaten
B. ' U. twice.

Hotel James

Career-
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0 Thurs., Fri., Sat., Feb. 12-14
X George Sanders
A
Lucille Ball
A
Chan. Coburn

Become an
/_>_ _ l __ D
Executive Secretary /ij^tgp^K

• Doors will open wide wTfJK^I \Kjo
to Important positions V\T \\, I j y l Y S
il you supplement your ^ /*n__ 0Jr\IL'*
college education with
/ / / f T IS]
Berkeley training. Spc/ / / '/ \ \ \J
clal Executive Course
II I II U V
combines technical subjects with background courses In Business Admin,
Individualized Instruction , small
classes, Distinguished faculty, Ltlectivo
placement service. Write today for Catalog. Address Director.
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TUES, EVE., 8:00 P. M.
ON THE STAGE
TALENT CONTEST

Speedy right wing Henry McGrath
was elected Captain of the sparkling
Freshman piickstei-s last Friday and
and will ' lead the baby Mules in their
remaining contests. The slim captain
is a Boston College High grad from
Milton , Mass. and a veteran of Navy
pre-flight schools. McGrath, sterling
wing of the freshman first line, is an
up and coming skater and seems to
have a good future in store with the
Varsity squad in the next few years.
But now, he is busy leading the
freshman team through a rather easy
schedule for this smooth' running aggregation who under the coaching
of Bill Bryan has lost only one early
season contest as against six victories.
Their most difficult , contest recently
was against St. Francis who they defeated 8-1.
Bill Bailey, left wing on the second
line is leading scorer and all -but two
men have entered in the year's total
thus far. LaLiberty is outstanding
on defense and is bound to surpass
the prowess displayed by his older
broth er.
The big challenge to the first year
skaters is the contest between the
VFW and themselves on Wednesday
night Feb. 18 at the South End rink.
The VFW team has lost but two of
their last forty-five games and. consider themselves "tops" in the state.
A victory here would certainly place
a crown of glory on the head of the
frosh and no matter what the outcome will be good experience for the
young skaters.
Another important game on the
freshman schedule is against Gardiner
at the Gardiner Winter Carnival. The
Gardiner team has lost .only one contest and that one to the states leading
club , St. Doni's of Lewiston.

D.U. Quintet Leads
Imter-Frat League
From the very start of the interfraternity biasketball season , it was
evident - to all that the race would
develop into a two team fight. Last
week, these two team s met in what
is to all purposes the championship
game of the first half. The Tau
Delta Phi's stepped but on the court
against a power packed D. U. aggregation; The D. U.'s jumped into an
early lead and then fought off the
repeated rallies of the Tau Dolt club
to gain the win and the virtual first
half championship.
The D, U.'s, last years champs and
missing only the services of Ralph
Taylor from that toam , ran up against
some tough competition in a strong
Tau Delt team. As things look now,
these thrco teams ought to wind up
one-two-three in tho standings -with
the othor frats battling it out in a
mad scramble for tho remaining
spots.
Tomorrow afternoon tho final gamo
of scheduled first half games will bo
played between tho ATO's and tho
Tau Dolts.
Final League standings for tho
first half will appear noxt week.

SKIEBS WALLOP BATES
HASBIMAN STANDS OUT
After being edged out the week
before the Colby Winter Sports team
led by Captain Bob Mitchell came
back to outscore the Bates skiiers by
some fifty points and win the duel
meet held at the Lewiston school. In
. he previous weeks meet at Bald
Mountain the University of Maine
team outscored the Colbymen who
were paced by Johnny Harriman. and
freshmen Ken Sawyer and Woody
Gair.
The slalom and downhill slalom was
won by Harriman and the next Colby
man was Gair. Harriman placed second in the downhill and Sawyer was
the next Colby skiier to finish in that
event. The downhill and combined
slalom was taken by Harriman. The

Ricker Edged Out
34-32 By Freshmen
Staving off a last minute rally by
the strong upstate quintet, the
Baby Mules squeezed out a 34-32 win
over Ricker last Saturday night in
the prelim to the B. U. game. Led in
scoring by Teddy Shiro, Blacky Welson and Neat-nose Lazour, the Freshmen showed a good defensive game
and the ability to score the points
when they > counted. Taking an early
lead , the team from the "class of '51"
held it until about four minutes before the final whistle. For the last
four minutes, the game was matter
of tcuch and go as to who would win
it. A foul and a field goal by the
Frosh put them three points up and
after Ricker crept to within a point
of tieing, another free throw ended
the scoring and the final minute was
taken up with a dribbling exhibition
by Teddy Shiro. The whistle . ended
the game as Terrible Teddy continued
the cne man freeze. The Frosh won
this one at a disadvantage because
Shiro their leading scorer managed
to hit with only one Field Goal out
of a grand-total of twenty shots. He
garnered nine free throws to go with
this making him high scorer with 11,
but it was a far cry from what he
might have had if he had been on
from the floor. Tho saving factor in
tho Freshman team s game was its
good defense, and- their ' excellent
control of the beards by Warry Finnes-an, Welson , and Russell. Meatnose Lazour again turned in a fine
defensive gamo and Teddy Shiro
battled up Rickers DoFrederico , one
of the best ballplayers in the State
Prop ranlcs. The unbeaten Frosh
now point to thoir next tilt on this
coining Friday against M. C. I. here.
If thoy get thoir scoring touch back ,
thoy ought to win this one in a
¦
breeze.
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jumping was won by the State champ,Broomehall, and Harrim an was first
among the Colby men. . The crosscountry event was won by a .Norwegian student, Jan Willoch. .
This past Saturday the skiiers
went to Bates. Those who went down
were Capt. Mitchell, Harriman , Dobson , Langhorn, Poirier, Jones, and
freshmen Sawyer and Sivett. Gair
wire was injured on -an icy slope _ during the week was unable to compete.
The Mules topped the . Batesmen by
about fift y points in .the two-event
meet.
In the jump, Harriman did 57 feet
but his 'jump was nullified when he
fell backwards after landing and the
Bates jumper was the winner with a
53 foot leap. Colby jumper Langhorn
jumped for the first tim e in his life
and placed third.
In the downhill, Harriman took
first, a Bobcat managed to get into
second place and places third to sixth
were Colby property.
On Saturday morning a four college meet will be held on the Colby
Mountain Farms slope. The first event
will start at 8:30 A. M. The competing colleges* are Bates, Tufts,
Maine and Colby. There will be three
events*, slalom, downhill, and. crosscountry. The cross-country will be
run on the Mayflower Hill Course and
begin at 1:30 P. M. !
Buses will be run to the Mountain
Farms slope at 8:30, 9, 10, and U.
A nice turnout of interested Colby
students and th eir we.ek-end dates is
expected if not at 8:30 - (yawn) at
least by 9. Set those alarm clocks !

Fraternit y And Girls

Ski Events Frida y P.M.
Inter-fraternity and girl's competition, skiing will be held in conjunction with the Winter Carnival on Friday afternoon , February 13.
The girl's competition will begin at
1:30 and some fine skiing will be seen
from the ranks of the college cc-eds.
A large field is expected in the
men's competition and scoring will be
in conjunctio n with the All year point
system for Intra mural competition.
Tho rules are self explanatory.
¦
1. Any member cr pledge ., of the
fraternity may enter the Ski Meet.
2. A fraternity team to count in
the cliampioin ship scoring must have
at least three men entered in each
event, There is no limit as' to the
number of men which may bo entered
in the events.
8. Tho combined times of the first
threo men from each fraternity will
count in- tho final scoring for , tho
championship.
,,
4. Fraternities will receive points
In tho all-year round intramural
point system for competing in ' tho
Ski Moot.
B. Entries from each fraternity
an d tho non-fr ato.rnit y gr ou p must be
submitted to tho Men 's Gymnasium
office net later than Wednesday,
February 11th.
————————.———
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"LAUNDERETTE"

Thurs., Frl,, Sat., Feb. 12.13-14
Two Now HitsIII
Joo E, Brown

"Tender Years "

Hi t No. 2
Philip Rood
Hillary Brooks

"Big Town
After Dark"

Sun., Mon,, Tuos., Wod.
Fob. I5-1G-17-18
Humphrey Bogart
Walter Huston

"Treasu re Of
Sierra fyladre "
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TENNIS, GYM or BASKETBALL SHOES

Dalcin Sportin g Goods Company

25 Central St., Bangor

67 Temple . St., Waterville
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¥ remmes ports Sandler , O'Halloran Shine

MULE KICKS

by Burt Krumholz
. . .
- . -A t the W. A; A. meeting held last
The Sprague Trophy is familiar to the pre-war Colby &aii Friday
-it was' decided that Anne
but we now find that we have with us vast numbers who are'both Hagar should represent Colby at the
unfamiliar , with and completely unaware of its existence, its convention of the Athletic Federation
meaning, and how it is won. The original Sprague Trophy was cf College Women to be held at
given in honor of Alden Cecil Sprague in 1933 and was to be Wheaton . the latter part of this
awarded each year to the fraternity who on an all year round; month. Colby W. A. A. has been
basis had accumulated in athletics, both inter-collegiate and intra- invited to join the organization and
mural the greatest pqint total for that school year and was to was offered this preliminary opporbe retired by the fraternity who had won the trophy the most tunity to obtain a better understandnumber of times hi that period. A point system was set up. by ing of its functions before making a
the inter-fraternity council and if at the "year's end there should definite decision.
be a tie scholastic ratings were to be considered also.
f"
At the Coffee held January 16, the
The purpose of this trophy was to build the sports p.ro,gran. honorary volleyball teams were an•of the schoool and set up a competitive interest among the fra- nounced. They are as follows :
ternities. The purpose of awarding points to members of. interFreshman team : J. Atherton
collegiate squads was: to keep men ouc for Varsity athletics and Cam m ann , A. Fraser, T. Frolio,, J.
J.
to reward the fraternity for the abilities of their members.
Johnston , A. Nelson , C. Preble, and
The old trophy was retired at the end of nine years because A. Ward ; Sophomore team : N. Arof the outbreak of the war and went to the DU fraternity..This diff , P. Berry, E. Either, M. Bohrer,
year a new trophy has been presented in the name of Alden C. J. Haynes, B. Jacobs, J. Merrill , and
Sprague and will once more be awarded on a ten year basis.
P. Tracey; Jr.-Sr. team : S. Bond , J.
Fraternity athletics in the past have been and now still are Crawley, M. Howard, F. -Klafstad, M.
widely participated in and hold a stellar position in the school's La Casce, M. Plaisted , M. Soutter,
athletic program. .Many thrilling contests are witnessed and and D. Whitcomb. .
crowd interest is very high in many of these events. Tight races
Varsity : N. Ardiff , J. Crawley, T.
are often found but through all this good sportsmanship and high Frolio , J. Haynes, M. Howard,- M.
amity prevail.
La Casce, M. Plaisted , and D. WhitThe .friendliness and good feeling which is the key note of comb.
these tourn aments has also become the key note of the Colby
In the badminton doubles playfamily and we hope will continue as such.
off held after the coffee, Dndie JenIt is hoped that through this competitive set up the princi- nings and Pat Root of the lower
ples of sportsmanship, friendliness and the like will be constant- campus succeeded in conquering Bev
ly reenforced on our college campus and be of use to us when we Hallberg and Deanie Whitcomb of
the upper campus. The scores of the
leave to earn our way in the world.
t\>
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High praise must - go to George Clark for a stellar performance against the Red and White of B. U. Also to the winged
footed lad who tied the Bates fieldhouse record in the forty yard
dash, Sandy Sandler.
' Track at Colby is now beginning tc kick up and take to the
path of ascendency. The 'main thing, however, is the need for
more interest in the sport and larger turnouts for the team. A
mere ten man squad competed against the U. of New Hampshire
last Saturday and was able to score over. 30 points winning four
firsts and tieing for two. Aaron Sandler , a graduating senior,
was the Colby high 'scorer, winning the 300 yard dash and taking
second behind a tied fieldhouse record of 4.6s in the forty. Sandy
ran a 4.6s forty at Bates.the week before. With his graduation ,
a consistent point-getter for the Blue and Grey will be lost. We
will have to keep close scrutiny over our freshman speedsters
and hope for someone to fill his shoes next year and in the years
to come.
With the beginning of the spring track season it is hoped
that many more upperclassmen turn out to aid the Varsity trackmen. Distance runners are especially needed.
*

*

#

*

As U.N.fi Outraces Mules

Coach Swede Anderson's varsity
track team succumbed to the University of New Hampshire's cindermen on Saturday afternoon by the
score cf 81 2/3 to 34 1/3. This
meet once again gave evidence of the
fact that the squad is suffering from
reserve
an
acute shortage of
strength. The lack of interest in the
sport by the student body has deterred man y cabable men from participating.
The ten men on the squad should
be complimented for their staunch
efforts. However it is physically
impossible for such a small group to
make a good showing in inter-collegiate competition.
Track n ews is not all on the wrong
side of the ledger. In a meet against
Bates last week , Aaron Sandler tied
the Bates cage record for the 40
yard dash. "Sandy " ran the 40 in
4.6.
The frosh team also gives rise to
bright hopes for the future. The
boys have displayed grea t f o r m in
recent outings and Swede is expecting a great deal from them in years
to come.
The next varsity meet will take
place at Bowdoin on Saturday, Feb.
21. The Mules, Bates, and Bowdoin
will take part in the events.
Individual results of Saturday 's
meet are as follows :

match were 9-15, 18-13, and 16-13.
In the singles play-off , Deanie Whitcomib emerged victorious, defeating
Dudie Jennings 11-7 , 10-12 , and 11-9.
Both competitors played a beautiful
game 'and , as the scores indicate , it
the lower campus champions. The
was a close , hard-fought duel.
Marion La Casce led the upper averages were' 104 for the Hill and
campus bowling team to victory over 98 for the downtown team .

45-yard high hurdles—Won by
Barndollar , NH; 2, Gates, C. No
third , Time—-'6.2s.
40-yard dash—Won by Lopes, NH;
2, Sandler .C; 3, Barndellar, NH. Time
—4.6s.
Mile—Won by Johnson , NH; 2,
Pullen , C; .3, Neff, NH. Time—
4:48.3s.
600-yard—Won by O'Halloran , C;
2, Sweet, NH; 3, Barker , NH. Tim e
—1:21.8s.
Two-mile—Won by Wilson, NH; 2,
Pauluon , NH; 3, Chase, NH. Time
10:37.6s.
1000-yard—Won by Johnson, NH;
2, Hartnet t, NH; 3, Neff , NH. Time
' •
—2 :39.8s. 300-yard—Won by Sandler, C; 2,
Barndollar , NH;. 3, Mather NH.
Time—34.8s.
Discus—Won by Lopes, NH; 2,
Styrna , NH; 3, Gamble, NH. Distance
—124 ft. I V i ins.
35-pound weight—Won by Styrna ,
NH ; 2, Gamble, NH; 3, Monaco, C.
Distance—50 ft. 3% ins.
Shctput—Won by Tupper, NH; 2,
Lopes, NH; 3, Marden , C. Distance
—42 ft. 4 % ins.
Pole vault—Three way tie among
Woods, C, Wolfgin, NH, and Lawson,
C. Height—10 ft. 6 ins.
Broad jump —Won by Lopes, NH;
2, Barket , NH; 3, Mahoney, C.
Length—2 1 ft. 10 3/4 ins.
High jump—Won by Gates, C;
three-way tie for. second among
Campbell , NH, Jordan , C, and Manuel , NH. Height—5ft. 6 ins.
Score—New Hampshire 81 2/3,
Colby 34 1/3.
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COMPLETE SKI

REPAIR SERVICE

We'll Be

*

The Freshman Hockey team has put a new gleam into the
eye of Varsity Coach "Bill" Millett. Probabilities are that next
year 's skaters will have two strong forward lines and almost
as much power in a third line. With LaLiberty handling defensive chores along with the other seasoned skaters and a strong
goaltender, a bright future is in store for the Mule pucksters who
finally won 7-0 on Saturday.
Sid Shcuts
I was robbed l 1 demand a recount]

i

/
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Foul! Foul I
(See Sid's Letter to the Editor
on Page 2)
Sid now has Spaghetti. So what?
Sez you. So dis sez Sid—If you 're
hun gry, come en tl,own fo|r somj e
spaghetti . Tasto it once is to taate
it f or always.

NOEL'S CAFE
Telephone 145

Waterville Steam
Laundr y
DRY CLEANING
ACCEPTED
145 Main Street

Hot Dogg—Hamburg!—- Refreshments
- Italian Sandwiches
Wntorvillo , Mo.
28 Silver St.
Note—Food orders tota ling $2.00
or mora" fearfully delivered—

Waterville, Me

Visit our store for your "
VALENTINE GIFTS
Orders Mailed

Pine Tree Gift Shop
17 Silver Strost

W. A. Hager & Co.
113 Main Street
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HARVARD SUMMER SCHOOL

!

Confectioner y and Ice Cream
OF ARTS, SCIENCES , AND EDUCATION
, , June 28, to August 21, 1948
Coeducational "— Graduate and Undergraduate Courses
Veterans may enroll under G. I. Bill
..Dormitory Accommodations and Cafeteria Service
(Engineering* courses available in
Graduate School of Engineering Summer Term)
Address : Department C, 9 Wadsworth House
Harvard University, Cambridge 88, Massa chus etts
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... at DUNHAM'S popular SKI SHOP (located in our famous
basement) for the latest modern DARTMOUTH SKIS . . .
' BINDINGS . . . authentic SLALOM and McGREGO'R winter
, sports wear . . . a complete line of WAX and SKI LACQUER
. . . drop in and browse around . . < .

Dunha m's

OUTFITTERS TO COLBY MEN POR OVER 60 YEARS
^

-

Sorori t y News
Chi Omega
Ma rt ha Apollo n io was repledged
after the regular meeting' of Chi

Omega February 11. A skit was presented and refreshments were served
tc the pledges.
Sigma Kappa
The results of the election of officers are as follows : President, Helen
Knox; Vice-President, Beverly Hallberg, Patricia Lydon ; Recording Secretary, Shirley Ky d d, Corresponding
Secretary, Euth Pierce; Treasurer,
Jean Desper, Triangle Correspondent,
Ruth Stetson.
The sorority is holding a breakfast
for its members and their dates Sunday Morning, February 15.
Delta Delta Delta
The following girls were elected
officers at ' the election held last
Wednesday night: President, Haroldene Whitcomb ; Vice-president, Margaret Furtanc; Recording secretary,
Barbara Van Every ; Treasurer,
Marguerite Thacheray ; Rush chairman, Roberta Longley ; Correspondi n g secre tary , Anne Beveridge, Marshall, Sally McCormack; Chaplain,,
Louise Smith ; Panhellenic representative, Nancy Ardiff; Historian, - Beverly Holt; Libra r ia n, Mary Bauman;
Social chair m an , Anne Houston;
Scholarship, Barbara Barrow; Activities ch airman, Const anc e Leo n ard ;
Publicity chah-man, Martha Loughman; Service projects, Virginia Flagg.
The Mo ther a n d Da u ghter ban qu et
was held Thursday evening in the
Elmwood Hotel.

Newest pledges to the fraternity are
George Powers, Arnold Sturtevant,
Arthur McMahan , and Philip Grey.
Fred Allen has been appoin ted to
the executive committee.. At the .last
meeting, Robert Wassermari .- and
Philip Berquist reported on the D.
U. provincial convention. William
Mansfield graduated at mid-year.

at the close of the first semester.
, day and Wednesday in order to meet
N ewly elect ed officers "are Wendell pledges and members and to observe
Phillips, Joseph Verr en gia, vice-presi- chapter activities.
'V
dent; Samuel Monaco , secr etary ; Lambda Chi Alpha
Robert Nardozzi, treasurer; Loring
The formal initiation of the pledges
Shzzell, keeper of annals; Louis will ' take ; plac e d ur ing the secon d
¦
Sutherland, usher; James Hayes, semester. ¦'
' '-.-. "
sentinel"; and Robert; Marden , Palm
Shipley Atwater graduated at midr
reporter.' ..
year.
.
Kappa 'Delta . Rho .
The officers elect ed for secon d ,
Alpha Tau Omega
.'. ' Ferd Ensjnger, national executive semester ; are Arthur. O'Halloran,
President Joseph.Spina graduated secretary, vi«ited the chapter en Tues- president;. William Tippens, vice-

GOOD SHOES FOR
COLLEGE MEN AND WOMEN

Gallert Shoe Stor e

51 Main Street

Waterville , Maine

president; George Johnston,. secretary ; William Niehoff, treasurer ;
Robert Rowell, social chairman; Conrad White, ritual master,''and Sidney
McKeen , correspondent.

1
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Chesterfield is my cigarette - it' s Mild and pleasin ' ,
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DIRECTED BY AlFRED HITCHCOCK

fraternit y News
Zeta Psi

A formal dance was held at the

Elks' lodge on January 16. Plans for

the spring dance are now being made.
Zete pledges will be f ormally initiated sometime before the end of
the month in a ceremony held at
lambda chapter of Bowdoin. Charles
Chapman, Howard Staples, and David
Roberts graduated at the end of the
first semester. N ewly elected officers
for the second semester are Gordon
Miller, president; Bernard S. Crossman , vice-president ; Richard Wattles,
treasurer ; John Chernauskas, secretary ; Car-leton Porter, corresponding
secretary ; Oliver Lund , custodian of
records; and Rudolph Castelli, sergeant at arms.
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Plans are in progress for the annual Deke faculty tea. Infprmal
Initiation of pledges was hold Friday night and the formal initiation
will take place February 21.
Officers elected' for the second
semester- are : Robert L. Cook , president; William McDonne ll , vice-president; James Hall, secretary; and
Joseph Putnam , treasurer.
William Igoe loft at the close of
the first semester for Boston University.
Phi Delta Theta

A dance to which town alumni
were invited wns held last Friday
night nt the Elks' Hall. Chaperons
were Mr, nnd Mrs. Philip Africa and
Mr. Sherwood F, Brown.
Second semester officers aro : Dominic K. Puiin , president; Robert
Bedig, secretary ; and Douglas Lovo,
treasurer. David Lynch has boon
elected head of Inter-fraternity
Council.
The initiaton of William Mitchell,
Prank Miller , Ralph Gray, John
McSweonoy, Charl es Lord and Jack
Miles was hold on December 14.
Tau Delta Phi
A buffet supper and dnnco will be
held at tho Templeton on February
14 from 4:00 to 8:00.
Preparations have- boon made for
tho initiation of pledges during tho
second somestor. Ronald Fai'ka-a,
Norman Epstein nnd Sumner Abrnmsoii graduated at mld-yonr.
Delt a Upsilon

An informal supper mootiii B was
hold nt tho Tomploton ' Hotel this
evening. . It was announced that formal Initiation of pledges will take
place in Roberta Union , Wednesday,
Fobruory 18 .at 5:30 P. M. A banquet
at tho Elmwood Hotel will follow.
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